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Abstract. In this paper the tree model – a well-formed tree is shortly described. After that the language family tree model by August Schleicher is treated and compared with the Charles Darwin’s tree of life diagram and metaphor. The development of the idea of the linguistic trees and the tree of life is considered historically. Earlier models – scala naturae – and tree models, both well-formed and not-well-formed are introduced. Special attention is paid to the scholars connected to Estonia who developed the idea of tree models: Georg Stiernhielm was the first who pictured a language tree already in 1671; Karl Eduard Eichwald published an early tree of animal life in 1829; and Karl Ernst von Baer influenced the tree of life models and diagrams of Charles Darwin.
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1. What is the tree model?

Let us first of all look at some types of tree models and the characteristics that make a model a tree model. Tree models can be divided into two larger groups: phenetic trees and cladograms. Various features must be considered in compiling a tree model, such as joint primitive features, joint acquired features, convergent and diffuse features (contacts). In constructing phenetic trees, all features are taken into account, including the primitive ones. In compiling cladograms, however, primitive features are ignored and the focus is on acquired features. In case the phenetic trees are quantitative, cladograms are only qualitative. Cladograms therefore only show the topology of tree
branching. Phenetic trees, on the other hand, additionally show the length of branches and thus the time of separation. These types can also be called metrical and topological trees. The speed of development and other temporal parameters can only be considered in phenetic or metrical trees; in linguistics, for example, this forms the basis for lexicostatistical or glottochronological method. Linguists also often construct intuitive trees, where no single correct method is used.

The tree models have at least two topological features that must be taken into account:

1) Every well-formed language family tree has at least one root; if a structure has two roots, it means that there are several trees or a forest;
2) The tree branches cannot cross or grow together. If the tree’s branches cross or have merged, it is a web model.

Tree models must additionally express:

3) The genealogical relationship between the successive nodes, i.e. trees should not merely classify. For example, trees originating in generative grammar, which are designated for sentence structure analysis, are not regarded as language family trees. If a model resembling a tree model does not express any connections of descent, it could be a *scala naturae* (Jacob’s ladder, the great chain of being).

A tree has the following parts: stem, branches, leaves, nodes, rooted trees also have a root. Bush model is a special case of tree model, where the stem is missing; all (main) branches develop straight from the root. See Ruvolo (1987) and Hoeningswald (1987) about phenetic (metrical) and cladistic (topological) approaches of reconstructing both the tree of life, as well as the language family tree models.

### 2. Schleicher’s language family tree theory

It is generally assumed in linguistics that August Schleicher’s language family tree theory and model were greatly influenced by Charles Darwin’s *On the Origin of Species* (1859).
The manuals of linguistics illustrate the birth of language family trees and language family tree theory (Stammbaumtheorie) with a reference to Schleicher’s Compendium (Schleicher 1861). However, Schleicher had actually presented the language family tree theory a year earlier, together with numerous illustrations of the language family tree in the book German Language (Schleicher 1860). The leaves of the ideal language family tree here (Fig. 1) are the language subspecies, i.e. dialects (x), segment (c) shows the species of languages, i.e. languages emerging from one proto-language as a result of branching (a). Comparing this drawing with the only tree diagram presented by Darwin in his On the Origin of Species (Fig. 2) (Darwin 1859: diagram for page 116), we see both differences and similarities.

The most striking similarity is evident in horizontal support lines (aa, bb, cc, xx). For Schleicher these mark certain time intervals, whereas for Darwin they mean a thousand or ten thousand generations. A significant difference is the fact that according to Darwin, many branches of evolution become extinct, and the evolution tree is no longer symmetrical. Schleicher’s ideal tree, on the other hand, is perfectly symmetrical.

In 1863 he published a book Darwin’s Theory and Linguistics, with a subtitle A Public Circular to Dr. Ernst Haeckel (Schleicher 1863). Ernst Haeckel’s house museum in Jena keeps a copy of that book where Schleicher himself added to the sub-

![Figure 1. An ideal language family tree (Sprachtsippe or Sprachstamm) after Schleicher 1860.](image-url)
title by hand “... and to the wife with an invitation to tea this evening”. As a supplement to this book Schleicher presented a highly detailed family tree of Indo-Germanic languages. Schleicher and Haeckel were close friends, who worked together in Jena and influenced each other (see also Plank 1992: 107-109). Schleicher encouraged Haeckel to draw and promote the evolutionary tree, and the latter thanked him for the circular in the chapter Dualism and Monism (Haeckel 1866: 105-106) of the book General Anatomy of Organisms (1866).

But let us now return to the question whether Schleicher’s theory was influenced by Darwin. Besides an ideal tree, Schleicher’s book German Language (1860) presented three more separate language family trees for Lithuanian, German and Indo-Germanic proto-languages. In his open letter to Haeckel, Schleicher claimed that he was not familiar with the English original of Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, which was published in November 1859. On Haeckel’s recommendation, he allegedly read On the Origin of Species only in Heinrich Georg Bronn’s German translation (Darwin 1860; after the 2nd edition

Figure 2. The only tree diagram in Darwin’s On the Origin of Species after Darwin 1859.
of the original), which, according to Schleicher, contained amazing coincidences with his own German Language (1860). Bronn himself had published a tree of life (Fig. 3), which he called the branching of a system or organisation, well before Darwin’s The Origin was published. A system has branches and boughs; the higher branches of the system appear evolutionally later (Bronn 1858: 481-482).

The current knowledge does not enable us to decide whether Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, either the English original or the German translation, indeed has any impact on Schleicher’s language family tree. The myth about Darwin’s influence was spread later, primarily by Haeckel who was a keen promoter of Darwin and Darwinism. Robert J. Richards suggested that Darwin’s impact on Schleicher could have been limited to the fact that as Darwin believed in progress, Schleicher in his book Darwin’s Theory and Linguistics (1853) abandoned the idea of the decline of languages (Richards 2002: 40).

It is interesting to point out that Schleicher drew his first language family trees already in 1853 when he worked at the Prague university. Darwin’s impact was then excluded. On 6 June 1853, Schleicher delivered a lecture at Prague university in Czech titled Lithuanian Language, where he described the division of the Slavo-Germanic branch of Indo-Germanic languages (Fig. 4) (1853a: 331). Within the same year he published a brief summary of the

![Figure 3. A tree of life (the branching of a system or organisation) after Bronn 1858.](image-url)
same article in German, adding an illustration of the branching of the Indo-Germanic language tree (Fig. 5). Schleicher already used the term “tree” – *sich verästelnder Baum* – although not yet the term *Stammbaum* (1853b). It should be mentioned here that Schleicher used the term language family tree (*Stammbaum* = stem tree) for the first time as early as in 1850 in *European Languages* (see Schleicher 1850: 22-25 and 30). This book does not depict a language family tree visually.

The issue of Schleicher’s originality once again now emerges, because the same year he published his tree figures, a draft of a family tree of Slavic languages (Fig. 6) drawn by his
Figure 5. The first splits of the Indo-Germanic proto-people – self-branching boughs of a tree after Schleicher 1853b.

Figure 6. A Slavonic language family tree sketched in 1852 after Čelakovský 1853.
colleague, František Ladislav Čelakovský (1799-1852), was posthumously published in Prague (1853: 3). It was probably compiled in 1852 (see Priestly 1975), and it was likely that Schleicher was familiar with it.

The real influence of Čelakovský and Darwin on Schleicher needs more thorough investigation. It is however obvious that Schleicher had a great impact on Haeckel who liked to draw and paint. His abundant development trees, sometimes called bushes, are well known (see Oppenheimer 1987). On the one hand, Haeckel derived inspiration from Darwin’s diagram and the metaphor of the tree of life, and on the other from Schleicher’s theory of the language family tree and the language trees. Haeckel identified races and languages (see his language and race trees). According to Schleicher, however, races and languages developed independently. Language family tree cannot therefore exactly correspond to human family tree. Haeckel, however, seemed to identify languages and their bearers. He even went as far as to distinguish between four human families (Gattung), twelve species (Art/Species) and thirty six human races (Fig. 7) (e.g. Haeckel 1920).

The idea of connecting languages and human classification on a contemporary level was again introduced in the groundbreaking article “Reconstruction of human evolution: bringing together genetic, archaeological, and linguistic data” (1988) by Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues.

3. Darwin’s tree diagram and metaphor of the tree of life

Darwin’s tree diagram is rather dry and schematic, whereas his description of the great tree of life is quite poetic. He wrote that “The affinities of all the beings of the same class have sometimes been represented by a great tree. I believe this simile largely speaks the truth. The green and budding twigs may represent existing species; and those produced during former years may represent the long succession of extinct species. … As buds
Figure 7. Part of the human family tree after Haeckel 1920. The ideas of Haeckel were one of the sources of the racial theories of the Third Reich.
give rise by growth to fresh buds, and these, if vigorous, branch out and overtop on all sides many a feeble branch, so by generation I believe it has been with the great Tree of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches the crust of the earth, and covers the surface with its ever-branching and beautiful ramifications” (Darwin 1859: 129-130).

What interests us in this description of a tree of life is Darwin’s admittance that the affinity of organisms is sometimes shown as a tree of life, although he does not refer to anyone specific. In the chapter “Natural Selection” in his book “The Origin of Species”, Darwin described the diagram of divergence without mentioning the tree of life, tree model or tree metaphor (see Darwin 1859: 116-117 and the relevant diagram). However, in the summary of the same chapter he described the tree of life on two pages, as if the tree and the diagram of divergence had nothing to do with one another.

The genesis of Darwin’s tree diagram and the metaphor of the tree of life can be followed on the basis of his notes from 1837 onwards (Darwin 1987: 177 and 180; Notebook B26 and B36 respectively). The source of Darwin’s tree of life has traditionally been seen in the heated discussions about the dichotomous method that raged in England between 1826 and 1830 (see e.g. the comments to the publication of Darwin’s notes (Darwin 1987)).

At the Linnean Society of London, J. E. Bicheno presented a theoretical paper in 1826, titled “On systems and methods in natural history”, which was published next year (1827). John Fleming replied to this with a critical article in the journal “The Quarterly Review” (1829), although he published it anonymously. Fleming wrote that in Linné’s dichotomous system, class can be compared with a tree trunk, the lower stages or sections with branches, and the species with buds or leaves on the branches (Fleming 1829: 311). Fleming’s review was fiercely opposed by William Sharp MacLeay in several issues in the journal “Philosophical Magazine” (1830).

MacLeay wrote that he published *Horæ Entomologicae* (1819), but the whole print run was unfortunately destroyed in fire. Only 80 copies had been circulated before the accident.
MacLeay accused Fleming of poaching most ideas from him, including the image of the tree and the dichotomous model. He claimed that page 134 of the lost work had, for example, a sentence about dichotomous trees: “En, naturæ arboris dichotomi corpora omnia proferentis terrestria organica ex ramusculis extremis aspicias unum!” According to MacLeay, the main idea of his book was to show the branching of a dichotomous tree. For him, such a tree meant a binary, organised division into animals and plants. The tree, however, is not branching endlessly (1830: 443). Some places in the article indicate that his idea might have originated from porphyric trees known in philosophy.

4. Estonian traces

Let us now take a look at Estonian links regarding the creation of theories about trees of life and language family trees. Peter Simon Pallas, for example, wrote in 1766, “the system of organic bodies is best presented with the image of a tree” (At omnium optime Arboris imagine adumbraretur Corporum organiconorum Systema) (Pallas 1766: 23). Unfortunately, Pallas did not realise his idea in drawing a tree, but merely described it (id. 23-24). The ideas of Pallas were developed further by a Baltic-German paleontologist from Coulrand, Karl Eduard von Eichwald, who studied and worked in a short period in Tartu.¹ His tree of animal life diagram – Arbor vitae animalis – was the first depiction of the Palla’s description of an imaginary tree of organic bodies (Fig. 8) (Eichwald 1829: table between pages 40 and 41, text § 63 Arbor vitae animalis p. 41 ff.; cf. Ragan 2009: 5).

¹ Karl Eduard Eichwald (1795-1876) studied medicine in Tartu University (1814-1817) and worked shortly (1821-1823) as a Privatdozent (Private lecturer) in Tartu. In 1822 autumn he read first paleontology course – oryctozoology in Tartu. Next year he had an ornithology course on Estonian, Livonian and Curonian birds. He was professor of zoology in Kazan, professor of zoology and comparative anatomy in Vilnius, professor of zoology, mineralogy and medicine, and finally professor of palaeontology in St. Petersburg.
Figure 8. Tree of animal life – *Arbor vitae animalis* – a polyphyletic diagram after Eichwald 1829.
Eichwald was quite critical to the former scholars who supported the idea of *scala naturae* or with his own words the idea of *rerum naturae scala*. He argued that the scale model represents all animals in a series (chain) from the simplest to the highest organisms (1829: 20-21). He divided all bodies into organic and inorganic ones. He held that the organic life (*vita organicae*) is diverse, chaotic and rudimentary. For systematising the organic life he divided it in one side into general and special and in the other side into animal life (*vita animalis*) and vegetal life (*vita vegetabilis*). He pictured the animal life as polyphyletic tree with unclear roots and eight stems or branches, i.e. animal life types – *Spondylozoa, Podozoa, Taxozoa, Heterozoa, Therozoa, Grammozoa, Cyclozoa*, and *Phytozoa*. In a strict sense this is not a tree model for there are many roots and eight stems staying tightly next to each other in the tree figure. It is rather forest or net model.

Steven Jay Gould was unrightfully critical to the Eichwald’s ideas. He used Eichwald as an example of the creationist biologist. According to Gould the Eichwald’s tree of life is a pre-evolutionary tree with biblical roots. He even held that while the eighth branches maintain their indepence right down to the base of the tree, it shows the created origin for each separate type (Gould 1997: 31 and 33).

Michael Ruse pointed out that in 1837 the Scottish doctor Martin Barry published a family tree of animals to illustrate Estonian nobleman and scholar Karl Ernst von Baer’s theory of embryology connections between the archetypes of animals (Ruse 1996: 111). Ruse concluded that it was not known whether Darwin was familiar with Barry’s work and that Barry’s tree in no way supported evolution. If we compare Barry’s tree (Fig. 9) with Darwin’s sketches of the same year, we see that Darwin’s second sketch of the tree of life (B36) (Fig. 10) has certain similarities with Barry’s tree. A highly significant detail is the number “1” placed next to the root of each tree. This was already pointed out by Robert J. Richards (1992: 111). It is also remarkable that Darwin sketched his first trees in the same year, in 1837. Darwin started his diary B in July 1837, whereas Barry’s article
appeared in April. Richards claimed that Darwin had read the article shortly before he sketched his own tree of life (2009: 416). Barry’s animal tree stands out for its three dimensions (compare the dotted lines depicting birds and reptiles). Barry’s tree sketch presents Baer’s four archetypes and the corresponding development formations (Richards 1992: 111). Richards is also of the opinion that Darwin’s tree is homologous with Barry tree, ad-

Figure 9. The tree of the development of the whole animal kingdom that illustrates Karl Ernst von Baer’s ideas on four archetypes and the corresponding development formations after Barry 1837.
Additionally pointing out that Darwin noted near his drawing that families may emerge – *bearing relation to ancient types*.

Ruse has indicated that Barry’s tree does not show evolution, i.e. the origin. Looking at Barry’s arguments, we see that according to him:

1) Heterogeneous or special structure arises only out of one more homogenous or general, and this is by a *gradual change*.
2) The manner of the change, is probably the same throughout the animal kingdom.
3) The *direction* (or *type*) and *degree* of development can differ, and thus produce a variety in structure.
4) Which is in essential character, *fundamentally the same*.
5) No two individuals can have precisely the same innate susceptibilities of structure, or plastic properties.
6) Therefore, all the individuals of a species, may take, in their development, the same *general* direction, there is a *particular* direction in development and therefore a particular structure proper to each individual.

**Figure 10.** Darwin’s second sketch of the tree of life (B36) which shows some similarities with the Barry’s tree.
7) Structures common to a whole class must, in a modified form, reappear in individual development.

8) They can reappear in certain order only (in the order of their generality) (Barry 1837: 345-346).

Barry’s diagram – the animal development tree – was meant to illustrate these eight conclusions. Barry wrote that the question whether there was a scale of structures in the animal kingdom that would differ only by degree, was incorrect. We have to “distinguish between the degree of elaboration and the type of structure”. In a footnote, Barry added that the quotation was from von Baer (Von Bär) (Barry 1837: 347). We can conclude that although Barry called his diagram a tree of development and gave it the relevant shape, it was essentially still a scale or scala naturae. (Lamarck’s scala naturae was already a tree model, because it contained genealogical relations between the “stages” of the ladder.)

The numbers in Barry’s tree should be read as follows:

1) No appreciable differences in the Germs of all animals (Fundamental Unity?).

2) The Class manifest, but the Order not distinguishable.

3) The Order obvious, but not the Family.

4) The Family manifest, but the Genus not known.

5) The Genus obvious, but not the Species.

6) The Species manifest, but the Variety unpronounced.

7) The Variety obvious, but Sexual difference scarcely apparent.

8) The Sexual character obvious, but the Individual character obscure.

9) The Individual character in its most special form.

Barry’s diagram can be compared with Baer’s table of classification, “The idea of developmental improvements” in his book Developmental history of animals: observation and reflection (1828). The table was added to page 225 of the first volume of the book. Despite minor differences, it is possible on the basis of this table to construct a similar tree, which Barry probably did. We should also point out that in his article Barry discusses the very same book by Baer. It should not be forgotten that Bar-
Darwin studied Baer’s works more thoroughly after 1853, when he read Thomas Henry Huxley’s selected translations from Baer’s already mentioned work *Entwickelungsgeschichte* (Baer 1853). Page 215 of the English version presents the classificatory scheme of developmental progress (Baer at 1828: 225), which is easy to adapt into a tree. Either in the same year of 1853 or next year, Darwin sketched an archetypal evolutionary tree (Fig. 11) on the basis of Baer’s developmental theory (see Richards 1992: 140 ff.).

**Figure 11.** Darwin’s archetypal evolutionary tree sketch (1853) on the basis of Baer’s developmental theory after Richards 1992.
We can thus claim that Baer’s dichotomous classificatory table of developmental improvements is one source of Darwin’s tree of life metaphor and the tree diagram, firstly through Barry’s (1837) work and drawing, and later directly, after studying the translation of Baer’s book.

Baer commented on Darwin’s tree diagram, without directly naming it, in his work Teaching of Darwin (Baer 1876: 291). He wrote that if different species endlessly variegated and the variation proceeded into diverse directions, the result would be chaos without firm forms, which we call species. However, if for example in the course of 100 generations (or 1000 or 10,000 generations, according to Darwin), form x goes through a significant modification, with the subsequent different lines of descendants, it emerges at different times. If we mark the different degrees of modification of form x with a, b, c etc., then we at the same moment get xc, xb or xd. The more often the modifications are repeated, the more unequal become the degrees of development. In that case, the degree of development xcc occurs simultaneously not only with xbb, but also with xcadef, etc. There must be all kinds of transitions. Nature, however, does not work like this. As we can see, Baer rejects Darwin’s tree model that shows evolution, which had been inspired by his own classificatory table.

On the other side, James Allen Rogers has pointed out that “although von Baer resolutely opposed the [Darwin’s] theory of natural selection, his own writings often showed him to be more of a Darwinist than he realized. Von Baer had suggested the probability that related forms of animals were descended from a common form” (Rogers 1973: 491).

The first language family trees I managed to track down date from the 17th century. To my knowledge, the very first language family tree (Fig. 12) was published by the Estonian-Swedish scholar Georg Stiernhielm. He presented a hypothetical

---

2 Georg Stiernhielm (1598-1672) was a lawyer, linguist, mathematician, physicist, philosopher, astronomer, royal poet at the court of Queen Christina, etc. Between 1630 and 1656, worked at the Court of Appeal in Tartu, became its vice-president; was not directly connected with the Tartu aca- deme.
language family tree in the introduction to the edition of Wulfia’s Gothic Bible (1671: xxxi-xxxii). He suggested that three Germanic dialects can gradually merge into one new dialect, which would be different from the earlier ones, but would still be a Germanic dialect – *Lingua Nova, & ipsa Germanica*. Strictly speaking, this is not in fact a tree model, as its branches cross and merge.

### 5. Earlier language and evolutionary trees

Besides Georg Stiernhielm’s language family tree, there are other much earlier trees than Čelakovský’s and earlier evolutionary trees than Darwin’s. In 1800, Felix Gallet produced a language tree (Fig. 13) – *The Genealogical Tree of Living and Dead Languages* (Arbre Généalogique des langues mortes et vivantes) (see Auroux 1990: 229). The data used in drawing the tree were largely outdated even back then. All European languages, for instance, originated from Celtic. On the other hand, the tree contains features well ahead of their time (just like Stiernhielm’s tree), only recently rediscovered. The genealogical tree’s living and dead languages namely have more than one direct predecessor. French, for instance, emerged as a result of crossing Old Germanic (Frank) and Romance languages. In that sense it is clear that Gallet’s tree as a tree model is actually incorrect. Schleicher, too, allowed for the possibility that the
Romance languages emerged after several crossings (1863: 17). *The Genealogical Tree of Living and Dead Languages* has similarities with the botanic tree *Arbre botanique* drawn by Augustine Augier (1801) (Stevens 1983, 204).

**Figure 13.** An early tangling language family tree compiled by Félix Gallet about 1800 after Auroux 1990.
In addition to Georg Stiernhielm’s language family tree, the 17th century offers another language family tree and a description of a situation resembling Stiernhelm’s. In the year when Stiernhielm published his language family tree, Stephen Skinner (1671: ii) described a situation where three English speakers find themselves on a desert island. The Londoner speaks an educated language, whereas two countrymen, one from Devonshire and the other from York, do not. They have difficulties understanding one another. As time passes, two possibilities emerge: either the countrymen learn to speak like the man from a big city, or an altogether new language will develop – *una lingua ex tribus mixtis & simul contemporatis conflata*. A few decades later Georg Hickes presented a diagram of the origin of Gothic (Germanic) languages (1689: xiv), which perfectly corresponds with the tree model (Fig. 14).

![Figure 14. An early language family tree after Hickes 1689.](image)

Coming back to evolutionary trees, we should mention Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s “Table of origin of various animals” (Fig. 15) in the second part of his book *Zoological Philosophy* (1809: 463). It is interesting to see that although Lamarck talks about the origin of different animals, his comments indicate as if his table were *scala naturae* – *une l’echelle animale* (Lamarck 1809: 462). Unlike Barry’s evolutionary tree, which was called a tree although it was essentially a scale, here everything is the other way round. Lamarck presents a scale, but essentially it is a tree showing connections of descent. In order to differentiate his
scale from all other scales of the time without connections of descent. Lamarck turned his scale upside down: he placed higher animals on lower scales and less developed animals higher up.

**Figure 15.** Table (tree) of origin of various animals – *une l’échelle animale* after Lamarck 1809.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLEAU</th>
<th>Servant à montrer l’origine des différents animaux.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vers.</td>
<td>Infusoires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polypes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radiaires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insectes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arachnides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annelides.</td>
<td>Crustacés.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrhipèdes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollusques.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poissons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reptiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oiseaux.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monotrèmes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Amphibies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Cétacés.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Ongulés.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
See also Archibald (2009) about pre-Darwin biological and geological tree models.

The Aristotelian idea of *scala naturae* has its metaphoric roots in the First Book of Moses (28: 12):

*And he [Jacob] dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to heaven: and behold the angels of God ascending and descending on it.*

Hence calling *scala naturae* Jacob’s ladder (Fig. 16). It is sometimes also called the great chain of being (compare Lovejoy 1936). In biology, *scala naturae* achieved perfection in the works of Charles Bonnet’s works. We are not going to examine the scales here in great detail, but merely point out that they were often depicted as trees, although we cannot regard them as tree models, because there were no connections of descent between the scales. Umberto Eco also noted that for example Raymond Lull’s *The Tree of Knowledge* from 1296 perfectly corresponded to the idea of the great chain of being (Eco 1995: 66-67). Natural

---

**Figure 16.** Jacobs ladder after *Zürcher Bibel* 1531.
scales start with fire, water, earth and air, and human beings, typically, are placed on the one but last step of the ladder, or on the last but three. It depends on whether there are angels between men and God or not.

6. Conclusion

The requirements set to the tree models – each tree has only one root and the branches should not cross – cause problems in linguistics. The past decades have increasingly focused on language contacts. It has become clear that languages have many roots, and many features overlap and blend. It is sensible here to analyse Anthony Fox’s scheme Sources of Contemporary English. His scheme does not quite correspond to the tree model, as numerous branches overlap and cross.

R. M. W. Dixon (1997) used the model of punctuated equilibrium in language family trees (Eldridge and Gould 1972, Gould and Eldridge 1993). However, if we take a closer look at it, we see that the new tree (new trees) emerging after the balance was disrupted can have several roots. This is thus a web model.

It must therefore be admitted that the language family tree model in contemporary linguistics is primarily a metaphor, which could have a vastly different content. Language models have great didactic value. They show simplified connections of descent, but ignore language contacts and exchanges.

Besides tree models, biology, too, uses other models and metaphors. Daniel Dennett – depicted a tree of life as a palm tree, where the trunk is a pseudostem. If we take a magnifying glass to this tree, we would see that each branch consists of numerous smaller and thinner branches. Through a microscope we finally see the trajectories of individuals. Some get disrupted, some continue. The trajectories of multisexual organisms cross and at this kind of magnification they form a web (Dennett 1996: 85 ff.). The idea of a similar web already occurred in the works of Willi Henning, creator of contemporary cladistics. Henning
(1950) points to Danser’s (1924: 269) web of the crossing of Rumex species. As early as 1755, Buffon depicted the relations between dog breeds as a diagram that took shape via crossings (Buffon 1775: folded sticker in Table de l’Ordre des Chiens, between pages 228 and 229).

The endosymbiotic theory has also introduced new development models. Talking about earlier stages of life, the tree of life has been replaced by the tangled web of life (Katz 1998).

A befitting conclusion here would be an idea expressed by Kalevi Kull: during the pre-modern history, science used the holistic ladder model, in modern history it used the tree model, and today’s (postmodern) science prefers a more semiotic web model to the tree model (Kull 2003).

The web metaphor is currently the best, which the linguists could take over from biologists. The web model and metaphor enable to better depict the connections between languages, consider influences, loans, contacts with other languages, and the phenomena of substrate, superstrate or adstrate.
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